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Topographic s~PS The PSmethod of absorption-edge spectroscopy for the determina-

D.R.aowl,2,S.R Stck31, ST. vise, 1 p~nog2 R.. plrnbME3 tion of crystal bond lengths and coordination numbr, especially in the

and Haydn Chen
3  

first coordination shell, was invented in 19201 aid is in very widespread
1
oepartmeflt of Engineering, University of Warwick, Coventry, U.K. uae in chemical. crystallographic, biological and to some extent estallur-

2SR Daresbury laboratory, Dsresbury, Warrington WAA SAD, U.K.
3

flepartment of Metallurgy and Mining anginasring, University of Illinois, gical research. The high-resolution method of x-ray fiffraction topog-
Urbana, Illinois 61601, U.S.A.

4Preaent Address: Deparmnt of Materials Science & Engineering, raphy, which reveals crystal defects, was invented in 19592 and is like-

Northwestern University, Nvanston, Illinois, U.S.A.
wise widely ne in studios on crystal growth, phese transformations,

chemical decomposition and mechanical proprtise and domain studies, that

is. in the area of 'microetructure' rather than 'crystal structure'. It

is obvioua that the techniques are complementary and that both could he

Abstract

Contastnea anabsrpton dgehas eenobsrve insynhroron required to solve a perticular problem - structural changes induced by

segregation at a surface or internal interface, for example. Moever, up

radiation topographs obtained with white radiation due to the variation of
to now, ROPS data have been taken only an an average over large samples,

wavelength across an image. Variations in absorption, due to the fiuctu&-
thue losing all microstructurel information. and topographic data have not

tione in the BEANS spectrum, appear as fringes parallel to the edge. The
provided structural, bonding or chemical information. This paper presents

contrast has been measured densitometrically for a Mb specimen and excel-
the first experimental method of combining these experiments. simultan-

lent agreement obtained with a conventional RAPS spectrum. The exposure
soumly on one specimen.

time for the topograph was 25 s . The epectral characteristics of this

technique are analysed and shown to be comparable with standard UXATS The method relie upon the properties of synchrotron radiation (SR),

spectroscopy. The method provides a mas of extracting aicrostructural Which has enabled both EXAMS and X-ray topographic methods independently

and spectroscopic information simultaneously And point-by-point on one to sake major advances in the study of materials and other systemg3 " Th

sample. Possible applications are discussed. high intensity and continuous spectrum of S enables BANS spectra to be

accumulated In reasonable time (some tens of minutes) and X-ray topog-

rapbs to be taken in some seconds. A n obvious wy of combining the meth-

*oe would be to take an X-ray topograph to locate area of interest, place

an aperture of diameter equal to the resolution required in this area and

measure successive SXRP spectra during a linear or raster scan of the

area. This method would certainly provide the best spectral data, but a
SCINR a UInMIUIG RESARC COUNCIL

DSSURT LSORATMaV rapid calculation of available intensities shows that with most current sit
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sources the data collection times would be quits impractical - days or exposed so that the high absorption side of the image is &n good contrast.

weeks. It would be worth performing this experiment on the very high The wavelength selected by a point on the image is a direct function of

intensity beam available from wiggler magnets, but these are rather the distance on the image from the edge, measured normally to the latter.

scarce in the world. The diffracted beam falling on each point will therefore have suffered

absorption characteristic of a given energy on the absorption spectrum.

A possibility for speeding up the spectral data collection is the use This results in 'fringes' in the iage, parallel to the teage of the edge,

of white radiation incident upon the sample, followed by a dispersing ale-
corresponding to maxima and minima in the MiCAS spectrum.

sent (e.g. bent crystal) and a film or linear detector; this has recently

bean achieved4-
5 

and results in dramatic decreases in data collection Experimental results

times. The topographic data can then be collected in a separate exposure. The first results, taken on the white radiation camera
6 

at the SRS,

Daresbury Laboratory, are shown in Figs.2-5. Figore 2 shows the standard
If a good quality single crystal is being used as the specimen, as it

topographic imaqe of a 125 pm thick Mb specimen at the 1 Ka edge, repro-

often is when topographic information to sought, then there is a further
duced photographically. The absorption edge is clear, but the fringes

and very simple techniquet use the specimen as its own monochromator. In
have weak contrast (about on the limit of the contrast sensitivity of the

the %*ite radiation topographic method (Fig.7), the incident beam diverges
human eyel) end are not evident. owever, image processing techniques can

from the OR source, which is s tens of metres distant from the spe-
be used to reveal then. The original plate was digitised on a Joyce oebl

men. There is therefore a sall variation of incident erqq angle across
flat bed densitometer with S pm resolution and the resulting matrix diqit-

a specimen, and a consequent variation of wevelength (energy) selected by
ally smoothed and processed to cut off low and high values and to stretch

the specimen for diffraction. There is a fortunate coincidence, In that
the contrast. The result is shown in Fig.3i Fig.4 shows a differentiated

the energy resolution and range for a typical SR source and specimen
version of Pig.3. In each of these, especially the latter, the fringes

geometry is often sell matched to the spectral requirement for mi s.

are easily visible. Figures Se and Sb show density variations along the

Th experimental procedure is as follows. The orientation of the lines marked AA and 13 in Fig.3. These show. albeit noisily, typical

specimen is chosen and set so that the weavelength selected by some part of RXAPS spectra.

the specimen is at the absorption edge under study. A television image

In order to demonstrate that these are indeed EAPS-type data, com-
converter is extremely ueeful for this setting as the absorption edge is

parison was made with an ZXMM spectrn taken on a rotating-anode genera-
easily visible, in fact, the results reported here were obtained in the

tor of a 2565 thick Mb foil, Fig.6. A rotating anode generator with a No
coure of setting up for a quite different experiment for which s wave-

target and a Si 800 bent crystal monochroeator ere used. The spectra in

length just beyond the edge was required. A standard topographic image is
Pigs.5 and 6 were calibrated for energy by comparison with the absorption

then recorded on high resolution plate, e.g. Ilford nuclear emlsion M,

3 4
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edge positions in a set of topoqrapho in which the specimen wes rotated by The position of a point on the image is defined by its perpendicular

0.025- steps between each topograph. A compoite photograph of the suc- distance I to the absorption edge, with the photographic plate set normal

cessive topographs is shown in 7ig.?. This provides an internal calibra- to the diffracted boa. Straiqhorward geometry gives, asuming for the

tion that eliminat s uncertainties due to curvature of the specimen, moment a point source. a dispersion relation

though it would not be necessary on a truly flat specimen. The energies . 0 o ()- cot 0 - t

corresponding to minme in the 3151 spectrum are show in Table I for the x h

present results and the standard spectrum. The agreement leaves no doubt if b is small, otherwise (since the diffracted rays converge from the

that this white-bea method measures true N15p data, simultaneously with specimen)

the topogrephic image, with an exposure time of 25 seconds in this cae. 6 c x
-- cot.-- (2)

a Yh -b

Discussion To

It is clearly neceesery to know What is the quality of the RUMA3
Por the lb example this gives a wavelength or energy dispersion of

spectra obtained by this means (the images show normal topographic resol-

tion and contrast). There are several factors to be considered:
10 em image, the range is thua 6.12 x 10

-
4. These figures correspond to

1. Dispersion and energy range.
0.0058 eV resolution and 11.6 eV range. This spectral resolution cannot

2. Rfect of finite source height.
be achieved in practice for various reasons, discussed below, but the

3. efect of source divergence.
range in the Mb sample discussed above was approximately 300 eV over 2 ma

4. Wavelength acceptance of crystal reflection.
(from internal calibration) therefore the specimen was curved with approx-

5. Spatial resolution of photographic plate.
imetely 0.63 m radius of curvature. One purpose of recording the abeorp-

Let the source height be h, the source-specimen distance a, the specimen-
tion edge position as a function of inclination was to determine this

detector ditance b and the arg angle s. 4c and % are as usual the
curatre, near a notch in th specimn.

angles mede by the incident and diffracted beam with the inward-facing

surface norml* and y o - con+,. Y. I ah Auplee of the application The dispersiontis thus adequate for 15 measuremente on a flat

of the equations will be given for the caso corresponding to the eper- specimen, but for a full 3XA5S apectrum several topographs should be taken

sent reported above, lb 002 reflection, Yo yh - 1, d-spacing 1.6503 , at different inclinations. Most 5K beam lines are much shorter than 80 a

* - 11.4105- at the K absorption edge Which is at 0.65226 A, a - 1 u. and so eter energy spread would occur.

b - sam.
The finite source height (in the incidence plane) has a greet effect

on the resolutito. Imagine a parallel bees the height of the source fall-

415ACJ 415ACJ
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ing on the specimen. This viii be diffracted to a beau the same height acceptance of the crystal; it should be noted that this can easily be de-

(multiplied by the aymmetry factor yh/Yo) and be recorded on the film, creased by using a weaker reflection.

blurring spectral data in this region. The mLnimum useful area on the
The siqnal/noise ratio on the spectra in figs.S and 6 is poor and not

file is therefore h yh/?o - Xsn This can be combined with the dieper-
normally acceptable for a useful BXAPS spectrum: note that the specimen

sion equation (1) to give the minimum spectral resolution
was - S x thicker than the ideal. However, only 4 pixel* were involved in

h cot q (3) each smoothing operation, giving 20 me spatial resolution, whereas as
n a

shown above, the minimum useful pixel size is hYh/y 0 = 300 Im in this

(with a corresponding equation if (2) is used). * or the niobium example

case. Since nuclear emulsion can record up to about S photons M-2 at
with the M uMe vle of h - 300 po, we obtain for the Mb example

this wavelength, smoothing over a 300 pa range would give a dynamic range

i mi - 1.84 x 10
-

5 or 0.35 sV of 5 x 3002 - 4.5 x 105 and a corresponding precision of 0.15. Whilst
sin sin

this is still not as good as the best SlAPS experiments it is acceptable
if now x is taken to be h yh/y ° then the apparent source divergence is

for many purpoes. Since the spatial resolution required is so modest.

2h/a. For the gs at a - 81 a, this results in
X-ray TV detectors could very probably be used after calibration to

U-. cot 8 * 7.4 . 10
- 6  

(4) collect data to any required precision. Since the TV signal can be

directly digitised and used in an image procesor
7 
to extract the EX SFor lbO02 this beoe 3.7 5 10

" s , 
- 0.7 ev.

002 information, this could be very convenient.

The effect of the wvelength acceptance of the crystal is found from
What then are the applications of this technique? fhilet it is a

the si of the rocking curve as 86, using 6? - cotON. For an appropri-
rapid and convenient wey of obtaining XslS spectra if good crystals are

ato Fu - 5 arcssc, this gives
available they often are not, at least without considerable effort. The

I?. - 1.72 5 t0
-  

or 3.25 eV,

interest must lie in the ability to perform chemical and defect crystallo-

The effect of the spatial resolution of the plate < I p, is quite graphy on the same sample. Applications such as structural changes near

negligible on the spectral resolution (6/k - 10-7), because the intrinsic interfaces with segregation or at decorated dislocations, valence state

dispersion is so high. changes in defect ionic compounds (e.g. iron salts, some of which are im-

portant catalysts), structural changes at the onset of chemical decomposi-
Coombining thes three effects (source height, divergence and wave-

tion are possible. It is probable that it would not be necessary to mcan
length spread) by taking the root of the am of the squares leads to an

the specimen in orientation in order to reconstruct the complete spectrumenergy resolution in the lb case of 1.3 5 10
-  

or -. 2.4 eV. This is per-

for each pixel on the image. A structural or chemical change at a pixel,
fectly acceptable for the purpose. The dominant factor is the wavelength

7 a
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Table I. Comparison of X-ray energy at spectral *eifa in data extracted Figure taptions

from the topograph (Fig.3) and from a standard 9WS spectrum (Pig.6). 1. Ecperimental arrangement for white beam topography. Typical

specimen-source distances, a, are 20-80 m and specimen-film
FRIkNGE FR04 TOPOGRAPH FROK SPSTRUW

keV keV distances. b, 10-100 as.

Edge 18.99 18.990
2. White radiation topograph of Mb specimen (near perfect but with some

1 19.07 19.074

elastic bending). 002 reflection. X - 0.65298 A at the absorption
2 19.13 19.124

edge. SR$ parameters 2 GeV 86 mA, 25 a exposure on Ilford L4 plate.
3 19.19 19.180

4 19.24 19.252 3. Digitleed and image processed (smoothed, threshold cut and contrast

5 19.29 19.330 stretch) version of Fig.2. Image area 2.24 x 2.24 em.

btimated errors are t 0.01 kev from the topographic data and 4. Differentiated Version of Fig.3.

0.005 kay from the spectral data with the exception of fringe S (rather
5. Density traces extracted from Piq.3. (a) along line AA, (b) along

broad) where they are each about t 0.02. The topographic data were

line 88. Traces inverted to correspond to normal ERXFS spectrum.calibrated relative to the edge taken "m 18.99 k*Y.

6. ELAS spectrum of lb at K edge, measured on rotating anode generator

on 25 we foilz No, anod, Si(800) curved crystal monochromator.

Courtesy P. Georgopouloe, Northwestern Uliv., Evanston, Illinois,

U.S.A.

7. Composite topograph of area shown in Pig.2, showing successive

positions of abeorption edge as specimen rotated in 0.025* steps.

11 12
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